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Abstract
A Steiner triple system ðSTSðvÞÞ is said to be 3-balanced if every 3-colouring of it is
equitable; that is, if the cardinalities of the colour classes differ by at most one. A 3-colouring,
f; of an STSðvÞ is unique if there is no other way of 3-colouring the STSðvÞ except possibly by
permuting the colours of f: We show that for every admissible vX25; there exists a 3-balanced
STSðvÞ with a unique 3-colouring and an STSðvÞ which has a unique, non-equitable 3-
colouring.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A Steiner triple system of order v; brieﬂy STSðvÞ; is a pair ðV ;BÞ where V is a set
of cardinality v; whose elements are called points, and B is a collection of 3-element
subsets of V ; called blocks, such that every 2-element subset of V appears in precisely
one block. It is known that Steiner triple systems exist for every v  1 or 3 ðmod 6Þ:
Such values of v are called admissible.
A sub-STSðuÞ; ðU ;AÞ; of an STSðvÞ; ðV ;BÞ; is a Steiner triple system of order u
where U is a u-element subset of V and A ¼ fTAB : TDUg:
Let S ¼ ðV ;BÞ be an STSðvÞ: A (weak) 3-colouring of S is a function f : V-C;
where C is a set of cardinality 3, whose elements are called colours, such that
jfðTÞj41 for all TAB; i.e. every block contains at least two points with different
colours. Throughout this paper we use a ﬁxed set of colours C ¼ fR; Y ; Bg; and if we
want to refer to the colour class sizes c1 ¼ jf1ðRÞj; c2 ¼ jf1ðYÞj and c3 ¼ jf1ðBÞj
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of f : V-fR; Y ; Bg; we describe f as a ðc1; c2; c3Þ 3-colouring. We usually assign the
colours R; Y and B so that c1Xc2Xc3:
The unique (up to isomorphism) STS(7) and STS(9), the two STS(13)s and the 80
STS(15)s are all 3-colourable [9]. In addition, by employing constructs due to Bose
and Skolem [11], it can be shown that there exists a 3-colourable STSðvÞ for every
admissible vX19: In the other direction, it is known that when vX21 there do exist
STSðvÞs that are not 3-colourable. Haddad [7] gives examples for vAf21; 39g; de
Brandes et al. [1] for vAf25; 27; 33; 37g; Rosa [10] shows that the projective STS(31)
is not 3-colourable, and it follows from the properties of Haddad’s STS(21) together
with Theorem 18.7 in Colbourn and Rosa [5] that for every admissible vX43 there
exists an STSðvÞ which does not admit a valid 3-colouring. However, during our
investigations we observed that for certain values of vX33; STSðvÞs which are not 3-
colourable are easily generated by a straightforward application of Stinson’s hill-
climbing algorithm [12]. At present, it is not known whether every STS(19) can be 3-
coloured.
Let S be an STSðvÞ and suppose it has a 3-colouring, f; with colours fR; Y ; Bg
such that jf1ðRÞjXjf1ðYÞjXjf1ðBÞj: We say that the 3-colouring f is equitable if
jf1ðRÞj  jf1ðBÞjp1; otherwise f is non-equitable. If every 3-colouring of S is
equitable, S is called 3-balanced. If every 3-colouring of S can be obtained from f by
a permutation of the colours, we say that S has a unique 3-colouring, or that S is
uniquely 3-colourable.
We are interested in two special properties which we now deﬁne.
Deﬁnition 1.1. A type-I STSðvÞ is a 3-balanced STSðvÞ with a unique (necessarily
equitable) 3-colouring.
Deﬁnition 1.2. A type-II STSðvÞ is an STSðvÞ with a unique 3-colouring which is non-
equitable.
The cyclic STS(33) with starter blocks f0; 1; 3g; f0; 4; 10g; f0; 5; 18g; f0; 7; 19g;
f0; 8; 17g; f0; 11; 22g is known to be of type-I [3], and, more recently, Forbes et al. [6]
have shown that type-I STSðvÞs exist also for v ¼ 25; 27; 31; 37; 49; 55 and 57.
Leaving aside uniqueness, Colbourn et al. [3] also proved that a 3-balanced STSðvÞ
exists for every admissible v415; except possibly for vAf19; 21; 37; 49; 55; 57; 67;
69; 85; 109; 139g: Although the exceptional cases, apart from 19, have been dealt with
in [6], we think it is of some interest to extend the result to STSðvÞs of type-I, i.e.
uniquely 3-colourable as well as 3-balanced. So our ﬁrst theorem in this paper is:
Theorem 1.1. A type-I STSðvÞ exists for every admissible vX25:
Since it is known that no type-I STSðvÞ exists for any vp15; the only cases left
undecided by Theorem 1.1 are v ¼ 19 and 21.
The STS(7) and STS(9) each have an equitable 3-colouring, and Mathon et al. [9]
showed that the same is true for the 80 STS(15)s. On page 343 of Colbourn and Rosa
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[5], the question was posed as to whether every 3-colourable STSðvÞ has an equitable
3-colouring. For v ¼ 19 this is indeed the case [6]. Furthermore, Haddad and Ro¨dl
[8] showed that if there exists a 3-colouring of an STSðvÞ; the colour class sizes,
c1; c2; c3; say, satisfy
ðc1  c2Þ2 þ ðc1  c3Þ2 þ ðc2  c3Þ2p2v;
and hence for large v they cannot deviate by too much from equality. On the other
hand, Haddad and Ro¨dl proved, also in [8], that for every mX6 there exists an m-
chromatic STSðvÞ that does not have an equitable m-colouring.
The question of the existence of 3-colourable STSðvÞs which have only a non-
equitable 3-colouring was resolved afﬁrmatively in [6] by exhibiting type-II STSðvÞs
for vAf25; 27; 31; 33; 39g: However, these were isolated examples. In the next
section, we describe some constructions that allow us to extend the known spectrum
of type-II STSðvÞs to all admissible v with one exception. We now state our second
theorem:
Theorem 1.2. A type-II STSðvÞ exists for every admissible vX25:
Since we already know that there is no type-II STSðvÞ for any vp19; the only case
that remains in doubt is v ¼ 21:
2. Preliminary lemmas
Let sX3 and g1; g2;y; gs be positive integers. A type ðg1; g2;y; gsÞ f3g-GDD
(group divisible design) is a triple ðV ;G;BÞ; where V is a set of points, G is a
collection of s sets, called groups, G1; G2;y; Gs of cardinality g1; g2;y; gs;
respectively, whose elements are taken from V ; and B is a set of 3-element subsets
of V ; called blocks, such that every pair of elements x; yAV ; appears in exactly one
block of B if and only if x and y belong to different groups. If x and y belong to the
same group, no block contains fx; yg:
In an alternative notation we gather together equal group sizes and count them
using superscripts; thus, for example, the type speciﬁcation (24, 24, 24, 30) would be
denoted by 243301:
By analogy with Steiner triple systems, a 3-colouring of a type ðg1; g2;y; gsÞ f3g-
GDD, ðV ; fG1; G2;y; Gsg;BÞ is a function f : V-fR; Y ; Bg such that for any
TAB;fðTÞ41: We also deﬁne the 3
 s 3-colouring matrix ðhi;jÞ; where h1;j; h2;j; h3;j
are the numbers of points in Gj which are coloured R; Y ; B; respectively.
Lemma 2.1 (Colbourn et al. [4]). Let g; t and u be non-negative integers. Then
there exists a f3g-GDD of type gtu1 if and only if all the following conditions are
satisfied:
(1) if g40; then tX3; or t ¼ 2 and u ¼ g; or t ¼ 1 and u ¼ 0; or t ¼ 0;
(2) upgðt  1Þ or gt ¼ 0;
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(3) gðt  1Þ þ u  0 ðmod 2Þ or gt ¼ 0;
(4) gt  0 ðmod 2Þ or u ¼ 0;
(5) 1
2
g2tðt  1Þ þ gtu  0 ðmod 3Þ:
Proof. See the original paper. &
The next lemma is a variation of Lemma 3.1 in [3].
Lemma 2.2. Let u1Xu2Xu3 be non-negative integers with u ¼ u1 þ u2 þ u3  1 or
3 ðmod 6Þ and let sX3: Suppose there exists a f3g-GDD of type ðg1; g2;y; gsÞ and for
each j; j ¼ 1; 2;y; s; an STSð3gj þ uÞ; Sj; with a sub-STSðuÞ: Suppose also that each
Sj has a unique 3-colouring comprising gj þ u1; gj þ u2 and gj þ u3 points of colour R;
Y and B; respectively, which induces a ðu1; u2; u3Þ 3-colouring on the sub-STSðuÞ:
Let g ¼ g1 þ g2 þ?þ gs: Then there exists an STSð3g þ uÞ which has a unique 3-
colouring consisting of g þ u1; g þ u2 and g þ u3 points of colour R; Y and B;
respectively. Moreover, this 3-colouring induces a ðu1; u2; u3Þ 3-colouring on a sub-
STSðuÞ:
Proof. Given a type ðg1; g2;y; gsÞ f3g-GDD, ðV 0;G0;B0Þ; use Wilson’s funda-
mental construction (see, for example, [5, Theorem 3.3]) to create a 3-colourable
ð3g1; 3g2;y; 3gsÞ f3g-GDD, ðV ;G;BÞ; where in each group the colour classes are of
equal cardinality. Let V be the set of points V 0 
 f0; 1; 2g: For brevity, here and
elsewhere, we write xi instead of ðx; iÞ: If the groups in G0 are G01; G02;y; G0s; let
G ¼ fG1; G2;y; Gsg; where Gj ¼ G0j 
 f0; 1; 2g; j ¼ 1; 2y; s: For each block
fx; y; zgAB0; place in B the nine blocks
fx0; y0; z1g; fx1; y1; z2g; fx2; y2; z0g;
fx0; y1; z0g; fx1; y2; z1g; fx2; y0; z2g;
fx0; y2; z2g; fx1; y0; z0g; fx2; y1; z1g: ð1Þ
For each x in V 0 assign colours R; Y ; B to x0; x1; x2; respectively. It is clear that
there are no monochrome blocks in B and that each group in G is equitably 3-
coloured.
Now append a set U of u new points to V : For each j ¼ 1; 2;y; s there is a unique
3-colouring of Sj with gj þ u1; gj þ u2 and gj þ u3 points of colour R; Y and B;
respectively. Label the points of Sj such that (i) the points of the sub-STSðuÞ of Sj
receive the same labels as the points of U ; with u1; u2 and u3 points of colour R; Y
and B; respectively; (ii) the other 3gj points of Sj receive the same labels as the points
of Gj; with gj points of each colour. The blocks Bj of the relabelled Sj are added toB
except that if a block belongs to the sub-STSðuÞ it is added only once.
Thus, S ¼ ðV,U ;B,B1,B2,y,BsÞ is an STSð3g þ uÞ with s sub-systems,
STSð3gj þ uÞ; j ¼ 1; 2;y; s; each having the common sub-STSðuÞ: Furthermore, S
has a ðg þ u1; g þ u2; g þ u3Þ 3-colouring arising from the equitable 3-colouring of
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the underlying type ð3g1; 3g2;y; 3gsÞ f3g-GDD and the ðu1; u2; u3Þ 3-colouring of
the STSðuÞ:
Since the 3-colouring of each Sj is unique, any other 3-colouring of S must arise
from a permutation of the colours of some of the Sj: However, if u2X1; a
permutation, p; of the colours of Sp; say, induces the same permutation of the
colours of U and that in turn induces the same permutation of the colours of all the
other Sj: The result is that p acts on the colours of the whole of S: Hence, the 3-
colouring of S is unique.
Now suppose u2 ¼ u3 ¼ 0: Then jU j ¼ u1 ¼ 1 and, by a similar argument,
changing the colour R to either Y or B in one of the Sj causes the same change in
the single point of U (which is originally coloured R) and hence in the whole of S: So
we can assume that any new 3-colouring of S does not affect points originally
coloured R:
We examine what happens if the colours Y and B are swapped in some but not all
of the Sj : We can assume (by relabelling the groups if necessary) that the colours Y
and B are swapped in S1 but not in S2:
Suppose xAG01; yAG
0
2 and fx; y; zgAB0: By the method of construction, S contains
the nine blocks given in (1) and the original 3-colouring maps x0; y0; z0 to R; x1; y1; z1
to Y and x2; y2; z2 to B: After the swap, fx1; y2g are coloured B and fx2; y1g are
coloured Y : But then whatever colour is assigned to z1 there will be a monochrome
block in (1). &
Lemma 2.3. In an equitable 3-colouring of an STSð6k þ 3Þ there is a block containing
one point of each colour.
Proof. The number of such blocks is ð2k þ 1Þð3k þ 1Þ  3ð2k þ 1Þk ¼ 2k þ 1: &
Lemma 2.4. In a 3-colouring of an STSð6k þ 3Þ with 2k þ 2 points of colour R; 2k þ 1
points of colour Y and 2k points of colour B; there is at least one block containing two
points of colour R and one point of colour Y :
Proof. There are ðk þ 1Þð2k þ 1Þ blocks containing two points of colour R: At
least one of these blocks must contain a point of colour Y since there are only
4kðk þ 1Þ fR; Bg pairs.
Lemma 2.5 (Colbourn et al. [3]). If g is a positive integer, there exists a type
ð3g þ 2Þ3 f3g-GDD, ðV ; fG1; G2; G3g; BÞ; with 3-colouring matrix
g þ 1 g þ 1 g þ 1
g þ 1 g þ 1 g





Proof. This is Lemma 2.4 of [3]. &
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Lemma 2.6. If g is a positive integer, there exists a type ð3g þ 1Þ3 f3g-GDD,
ðV ; fG1; G2; G3g; BÞ; with 3-colouring matrix
g þ 1 g þ 1 g






Proof. We construct a design with the desired property. Put V ¼ f0; 1;y; 3gg 

f1; 2; 3g; Gj ¼ f0; 1;y; 3gg 
 fjg; j ¼ 1; 2; 3 and
B ¼ ffx1; y2; z3g : 0px; y; zp3g; z  x þ y ðmod 3g þ 1Þg:
Denoting fai; bi;y; zig by fa; b;y; zgi; one can then verify that a valid 3-colouring
is given by the matrix
f2g; 2g þ 1;y; 3gg1 f0; 1;y; gg2 fg; g þ 1;y; 2g  1g3
fg; g þ 1;y; 2g  1g1 f2g þ 1; 2g þ 2;y; 3gg2 f2g; 2g þ 1;y; 3gg3





Lemma 2.7. Let g and w be positive integers with w even and wX2: Let u ¼ 3w þ 1:
Suppose there exists a type-II STSð3g þ 2þ uÞ in which a ðg þ w þ 2; g þ w þ 1; g þ
wÞ 3-colouring induces a ðw þ 1; w; wÞ 3-colouring on a sub-STSðuÞ: Then there exists a
type-II STSð9g þ 6þ uÞ:
Proof. Start with the f3g-GDD of Lemma 2.5 and a set U of u points with w þ 1
coloured R and w each coloured Y and B: For j ¼ 1; 2; let Bj be the blocks of the
given STSð3g þ 2þ uÞ with its ðg þ w þ 2; g þ w þ 1; g þ wÞ 3-colouring labelled
such that the points of the sub-STSðuÞ receive the same labels and colours as U and
the remaining points receive the same labels and colours as Gj : Let B3 be the
set of blocks constructed in a similar manner using G3 and the same 3-coloured
STSð3g þ 2þ uÞ but with the colours Y and B interchanged.
Then ðV,U ;B,B1,B2,B3Þ is an STSð9g þ 6þ uÞ which has a ð3g þ w þ
4; 3g þ w þ 2; 3g þ w þ 1Þ 3-colouring. The 3-colouring is unique by the same
argument as that used in the proof of Lemma 2.2. &
Lemma 2.8. Let g and w be positive integers with w odd. Let u ¼ 3w: Suppose there
exists a type-I STSð3g þ 1þ uÞ in which a ðg þ w þ 1; g þ w; g þ wÞ 3-colouring
induces an equitable 3-colouring on a sub-STSðuÞ: Then there exists a type-II
STSð9g þ 3þ uÞ:
Proof. This time we use the f3g-GDD of Lemma 2.6 and a set U of u points with w
points each coloured R; Y and B: For j ¼ 1; 2; let Bj be the blocks of the given 3-
coloured STSð3g þ 1þ uÞ labelled such that the points of the sub-STSðuÞ receive the
same labels and colours as U and the remaining points receive the same labels and
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colours as Gj: Let B3 be the set of blocks constructed in a similar manner from G3
and the STSð3g þ 1þ uÞ with the colours R and Y interchanged.
Then ðV,U ;B,B1,B2,B3Þ is an STSð9g þ 3þ uÞ which has a ð3g þ w þ
2; 3g þ w þ 1; 3g þ wÞ 3-colouring. Again, uniqueness follows as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2. &
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
First we deal with v  3 ðmod 6Þ:
We use Lemma 2.2 with u ¼ 3 and u1 ¼ u2 ¼ u3 ¼ 1 together with a ﬁnite set of
starter systems. If for tXt0 there exists a type 83tþrh1 f3g-GDD and a type-I STS(27)
together with, if ha0; a type-I STSð3h þ 3Þ; it follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that
there exists a type-I STSð72t þ 24r þ 3h þ 3Þ for all tXt0:
There are eight starter systems, type-I STSðvÞs for v ¼ 27; 33; 39; 45; 51; 57; 69 and
87. The ﬁrst six systems are presented in Section 5. For the last two, see Table 3.
In Table 1, we give the details for the construction of type-I STSðvÞs for each
admissible residue class modulo 72. Lemma 2.1 ensures the existence of the f3g-
GDDs in column 1 except for those which generate the entries in column 4. The
exceptions which are not listed in Section 5 are constructed separately by Lemma 2.2
and possibly Lemma 2.3 using different f3g-GDDs, as in Table 3. For this purpose,
observe that the STS(27), STS(33) and STS(39) all have suitable sub-systems of the
appropriate orders.
The procedure for v  1 ðmod 6Þ is similar. We construct type-I STSðvÞs for each
admissible residue class modulo 54 using Lemma 2.2 with u ¼ 7; u1 ¼ 3 and u2 ¼
u3 ¼ 2: See Table 2. There are three starter systems, each with a suitable sub-STS(7):
type-I STSðvÞs for v ¼ 25; 31 and 37, listed in Section 6. Systems for v ¼ 67 and 73
are constructed as indicated in Table 3.
Table 1
Constructions for type-I STSð6k þ 3Þ
f3g-GDD type STSðvÞs Residue ðmod 72Þ Exceptions
83t 27 3 —
83tþ1181 27, 57 9 81
83t281 27, 87 15 87, 159
83tþ2141 27, 45 21 93
83tþ1 27 27 27
83t101 27, 33 33 33
83t121 27, 39 39 39
83t141 27, 45 45 45
83t161 27, 51 51 51
83t181 27, 57 57 57, 129
83tþ1121 27, 39 63 63
83t221 27, 69 69 69, 141
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The proof is completed by exhibiting in Section 6 speciﬁc examples of type-I
STSðvÞs for v ¼ 43; 49 and 55 as well as an additional STS(31), with a suitable sub-
STS(13), for use in the construction of the STS(67). &
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
For v  3 ðmod 6Þ we use Lemma 2.2 with u ¼ 3; u1 ¼ 2; u2 ¼ 1 and u3 ¼ 0 together
with a set of starter systems, STSðvÞ for v ¼ 27; 33; 39; 45; 51; 129; 141; and 159.
Lemma 2.4 ensures that each system has a suitable sub-STS(3). Table 4 gives the details
for the construction of a type-II STS for each admissible residue class modulo 72.
Table 6 deals with all the exceptions apart from v ¼ 57: The systems in column 3
for v ¼ 27; 33; 39; 45 and 51 are presented in Section 7.
When v  1 ðmod 6Þ we construct type-II STSðvÞs for each admissible residue
class modulo 54 using Lemma 2.2 with u ¼ 7; u1 ¼ u2 ¼ 3 and u3 ¼ 1; as in Tables 5
and 6. There are three starter systems with suitable sub-STS(7), type-II STSðvÞs for
Table 2
Constructions for type-I STSð6k þ 1Þ
f3g-GDD type STSðvÞs Residue ðmod 54Þ Exceptions
63tþ1101 25, 37 1 55
63t 25 7 —
63tþ281 25, 31 13 67
63tþ2101 25, 37 19 73
63tþ1 25 25 25
63t81 25, 31 31 31
63t101 25, 37 37 37
63tþ2 25 43 43
63tþ181 25, 31 49 49
Table 3
Constructions for type-I exceptions
f3g-GDD type STSðvÞs u u1u2u3
63 63 27 9 3 3 3
69 63 33 15 5 5 5
81 64 27 9 3 3 3
87 83 39 15 5 5 5
93 103 33 3 1 1 1
129 103121 33, 39 3 1 1 1
141 123101 39, 33 3 1 1 1
159 143101 45, 33 3 1 1 1
67 63 31 #2 13 5 4 4
73 83 25 1 1 0 0
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v ¼ 25; 31 and 37, listed in Section 8. (It is fortunate that the one known example of
an STS(25) which is only non-equitably 3-colourable happens to satisfy our
requirements for a suitable starter system.) We also give an additional STS(31)
(containing a sub-STS(13)) for dealing with the case v ¼ 67 as well as examples of a
type-II STSðvÞ for v ¼ 43 and 49.
The systems STS(27) #2 and STS(33) #3 of Section 7 both satisfy the requirements
for Lemma 2.7, with w ¼ 4 and u ¼ 13: Hence, we can use the lemma to construct a
type-II STS(55) ðg ¼ 4Þ and a type-II STS(73) ðg ¼ 6Þ:
It is worth pointing out that, as with any STSð6k þ 1Þ constructed by Lemma 2.7
and unlike all other systems presented in this paper, the STS(55) and the STS(73)
have the property that there is a spread of three in the colour class sizes of their
unique 3-colourings.
Table 4
Constructions for type-II STSð6k þ 3Þ
f3g-GDD type STSðvÞs Residue ðmod 72Þ Exceptions
83t 27 3 —
83tþ1421 27, 129 9 81, 153, 225
83t521 27, 159 15 87, 159, 231, 303
83tþ2141 27, 45 21 93
83tþ1 27 27 27
83t101 27, 33 33 33
83t121 27, 39 39 39
83t141 27, 45 45 45
83t161 27, 51 51 51
83t421 27, 129 57 57, 129, 201, 273
83tþ1121 27, 39 63 63
83t461 27, 141 69 69, 141, 213, 285
Table 5
Constructions for type-II STSð6k þ 1Þ
f3g-GDD type STSðvÞs Residue ðmod 54Þ Exceptions
63tþ1101 25, 37 1 55
63t 25 7 —
63tþ281 25, 31 13 67
63tþ2101 25, 37 19 73
63tþ1 25 25 25
63t81 25, 31 31 31
63t101 25, 37 37 37
63tþ2 25 43 43
63tþ181 25, 31 49 49
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As an aside, we would like to speculate that arbitrary deviations from the 3-
balanced property occur for all sufﬁciently large orders. Indeed, as a ﬁrst step in this
direction, one might try to use Lemmas 2.2, 2.7 and 2.8 to prove that for any positive
integer d there exists an STSðvÞ with a unique 3-colouring having colour class sizes
ðc1; c2; c1  dÞ; where c1Xc2Xc1  d:
Finally, we use Lemma 2.8 with g ¼ 5 and w ¼ 3 for constructing a type-II
STS(57) from the 3-balanced STS(25) #2 (which has a suitable sub-STS(9)) of
Section 6. &
5. Type-I systems with v  3 ðmod 6Þ
In this section, we give the details of type-I STSðvÞs for v ¼ 27; 33; 39; 45; 51 and
57, which we require as starter systems in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Here and in the next three sections we employ the compact notation described in
[6] to indicate the blocks of a Steiner triple system.
Assume the point set of the STSðvÞ is f0; 1;y; v  1g: The system is then
represented as a string of b ¼ 16 vðv  1Þ symbols, s1; s2;y; sb: Using the standard
lexicographical order, symbol si is the largest element zi in the ith block fxi; yi; zig;
where xipyipzi: The other two elements are easily recoverable from zi : ðxi; yiÞ is the
smallest pair that does not appear earlier in the lexicographical ordering of the
blocks. Integers 10; 11;y; 35 are represented by lower-case letters a; b;y; z; integers
36; 37;y; 56 by upper case letters A;B;y;U:
Table 6
Constructions for type-II exceptions
f3g-GDD type STSðvÞs u u1u2u3
63 63 27 #1 9 4 3 2
69 63 33 #1 15 6 5 4
81 83 33 #2 9 4 3 2
87 83 39 15 6 5 4
93 103 33 3 2 1 0
129 103121 33, 39 3 2 1 0
141 123101 39, 33 3 2 1 0
153 14381 45, 27 3 2 1 0
159 143101 45, 33 3 2 1 0
201 105161 33, 51 3 2 1 0
213 107 33 3 2 1 0
225 106141 33, 45 3 2 1 0
231 106161 33, 51 3 2 1 0
273 109 33 3 2 1 0
285 107241 33, 75 3 2 1 0
303 1010 33 3 2 1 0
67 63 31 #2 13 5 5 3
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STS(27)
2687mnlqkp oji876lqko jmpin768pi oknqjml5jl qipknomnom
jilkqpqmpn ljiko8kpjm oilnqokilq nmpjijnpmo qlkbfhghgf
gfhehlqnpp qonopqq
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo permuting the colours, with colour class sizes
ð9; 9; 9Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 1; 5; 8; 9; a; k; o; pg; Y ¼ f2; 4; b; c; f; h; i; n; qg; B ¼
f3; 6; 7; d; e; g; j; l; mg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 19;
RRB ¼ 17; RYY ¼ 17; RBB ¼ 19; YYB ¼ 19; YBB ¼ 17; RYB ¼ 9: The 3-colour-
ing of the STS(27) induces an equitable 3-colouring on the sub-STS(9) fi; j; k;
l; m; n; o; p; qg:
STS(33)
ed8bc9amwi lvqrtu3579 bdgtjrnsuq w689cekusq mopvwa7bde
rimtuwsqvc desqvkumwt readhvowts prucdlmnto wurvbethwr
mquvseulrn vstpwcipoq lnuwvjnkpv oswuorlsnp wtvptjlqrv
swwouvkpqt snkqrpuvwt vswuot
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo permuting the colours, with colour class sizes
ð11; 11; 11Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 2; 4; 9; c; i; j; n; r; s; tg; Y ¼ f1; 5; 6; 8; d; h;
k; l; m; o; vg; B ¼ f3; 7; a; b; e; f; g; p; q; u; wg: The number of blocks of each colour
type is RRY ¼ 26; RRB ¼ 29; RYY ¼ 29; RBB ¼ 26; YYB ¼ 26; YBB ¼ 29; RYB ¼
11: This 3-colouring induces an equitable 3-colouring on the sub-STS(15)
f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; d; eg:
STS(39)
85CBb9Avuw srtyxzpoq4 6BAaCuwvrt sxzyoqp7AB Cbwvutsrzy
xqpoA9bBsr tvuwpoqyxz 87bCrtsuwv oqpxzyaCAt srwvuqpozy
xCBpoqyxzv uwsrtaBoqp xzyuwvrtsA qpozyxwvut sryxzpoqsr
tvuwxzyoqp rtsuwvzyxq potsrwvukh CBnlAgiBAm CjABCnAlnB
kjnCmCACBm BAwtCBzxAs uBAyCvABCz AxzBwvzCyC ACByBAC
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo permuting the colours, with colour class sizes
ð13; 13; 13Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 3; 6; 9; c; f; i; l; o; r; u; x; Ag; Y ¼ f1; 4; 7; a; d; g;
j; m; p; s; v; y; Bg; B ¼ f2; 5; 8; b; e; h; k; n; q; t; w; z; Cg: The number of blocks of each
colour type is RRY ¼ 63; RRB ¼ 15; RYY ¼ 15; RBB ¼ 63; YYB ¼ 63; YBB ¼ 15;
RYB ¼ 13: Furthermore, this 3-colouring of the STS(39) induces an equitable 3-
colouring on each of three sub-STS(15)s: f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; A; B; Cg;
fc; d; e; f; g; h; i; j; k; l; m; n; A; B; Cg and fo; p; q; r; s; t; u; v; w; x; y; z; A; B; Cg:
STS(45)
ane89bdgwv FDEIGCABzx yH96c7eduv wDEFGHIABC xyz5d8beGv
wuEFDHIBCA yzxocbEdCA BzxywuvGHF DIbBeaAGCx yzuvwHIDEF
edcBCAyzxv wuHIGEFD9I dFDEjHCAGz xywuvaDEFG HIABCxyzuv
wcEFDHIGBC Ayzxvwunez xyCABFDwuv IGHmxyzABC DFuvwGHEey
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zxBCAEvwuH IGFIHwuvzx yFDECABGHI uvwxyzDEFA BCHIGvwuyz
xEFDBCAprt noqsolrmts BksnqtrqIs qptGtsrosp FrHEqttEGI
CDFDAGBIHz HCFIDGFHFE IIHGDHEGII
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo permuting the colours, with colour class sizes
ð15; 15; 15Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 3; 6; 9; c; f; i; l; o; r; u; y; A; B; Gg; Y ¼ f1; 4; 7; a;
d; g; j; m; p; s; x; z; D; F ; Ig; B ¼ f2; 5; 8; b; e; h; k; n; q; t; v; w; C; E; Hg: The number of
blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 58; RRB ¼ 47; RYY ¼ 47; RBB ¼ 58; YYB ¼
58; YBB ¼ 47; RYB ¼ 15:
STS(51)
qgrjsktlum vnwoxypONM LKJIHrjskt lumvnwoxph zAONMLKJIz
ktlumvnwox phqABCONML KJflumvnwo xphiBDtECO NMLKumvnwo
xphqrDCBGF EONMLvnwox phqirjDIHG FEONMwoxph qirjsEKJIH
GFONxphqir jskFMLKJIH GOhqirjskt GONMLKJIHi rjsktlHzON
MLKJIjsktl uIBAONMLKJ ktlumJDCBO NMLKlumvKF EDCONMLmvn
LHGFEDONMn wMJIHGFEON oLyNKJIHGF OqONMLKJIH GHzIAJBKCL
DMENFOGIAJ BKCMENFOGy JBKCLDMENF OGyHKCLDME NFOGyHzLDM
ENFOGyHzIM ENFOGyHzIA NFOGyHzIAJ OGyHzIAJBH zIAJBKLzIA
JBKCAJBKCL KCLDCLDMDM EENFD
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo permuting the colours, with colour class sizes
ð17; 17; 17Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; d; e; D; Gg; Y ¼
ff; g; h; i; j; k; l; m; n; p; r; s; t; u; v; w; xg; B ¼ fo; q; y; z; A; B; C; E; F; H; I; J; K; L; M; N;
Og: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 95; RRB ¼ 41; RYY ¼
41; RBB ¼ 95; YYB ¼ 95; YBB ¼ 41; RYB ¼ 17:
STS(57)
3U9RdPqxwE FzutNCGKBL yAHJDOQT4a SeQryxFGAv uODHLCMzBI
KEPRU5bTfR szyGHBwvPE IMDNACJLFQ S6cUgStAzH ICxwQFJNEO
BDKMGRT7dh TuBAIJDyxR GKOFPCELNH SU8eiUvCBJ KEzySHLPGQ
DFMOIT9fjw DCKLFAzTIM QHREGNPJUa gkxEDLMGBA UJNRISFHOQ
KbhlyFEMNH CBKOSJTGIP RLcimzGFNO IDCLPTKUHJ QSMdjnAHGO
PJEDMQULIK RTNekoBIHP QKFENRMJLS UOflpCJIQR LGFOSNKMTP
gmqDKJRSMH GPTOLNUQhn rELKSTNIHQ UPMORiosFM LTUOJIRQNP
SjptGNMUPK JSROQTkquH ONQLKTSPRU lrvIPORMLU TQSmswJQPS
NMURTntxKR QTONSUouyL SRUPOTpvzM TSQPUqwANU TRQrxBOUSR
syCPTStzDQ UTuAERUvBF SwCGTxDHUy EIzFJAGKBH LCIMDJNEKO
FLPGMQHNRI OSJPTKQULR MSNTOUPQRS TU
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo permuting the colours, with colour class sizes
(19, 19, 19) and is given by R ¼ f0; 3; 6; 9; c; f; i; l; o; r; u; x; A; D; G; J; M; P; Sg; Y ¼
f1; 4; 7; a; d; g; j; m; p; s; v; y; B; E; H; K; N; Q; Tg; B ¼ f2; 5; 8; b; e; h; k; n; q; t; w; z; C; F;
I ; L; O; R; Ug: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 152; RRB ¼
19; RYY ¼ 19; RBB ¼ 152; YYB ¼ 152; YBB ¼ 19; RYB ¼ 19: This system is
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isomorphic to the cyclic STS(57) with starter blocks f0; 1; 3g; f0; 4; 9g; f0; 6; 13g;
f0; 8; 26g; f0; 10; 33g; f0; 11; 32g; f0; 12; 40g; f0; 14; 41g; f0; 15; 35g; f0; 19; 38g: See,
for example, [2, Section IV.10.1].
6. Type-I systems with v  1 ðmod 6Þ
This section gives details (using the same compact notation as above) of type-I
STSðvÞs for v ¼ 25 (two systems), 31 (two systems), 37, 43, 49 and 55; STS(25) #1,
STS(31) #1 and the STS(37) are used as starter systems for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
System STS(25) #2 is required for Theorem 1.2.
STS(25) #1
29omijklnf ghabljhico fmnblakijn mhgomnldeo ijkdhecajk
necobkijom fgdnngkmlh fgljkmoojn imkjhlelim kmononolno
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour class
sizes (9, 8, 8) and is given by R ¼ f1; 5; a; b; d; e; g; h; kg; Y ¼ f0; 8; f; i; l; m; n; og;
B ¼ f2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 9; c; jg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 17;
RRB ¼ 19; RYY ¼ 15; RBB ¼ 13; YYB ¼ 13; YBB ¼ 15; RYB ¼ 8: This 3-colour-
ing induces a (3, 2, 2) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(7) f0; 3; 8; 9; e; h; kg:
STS(25) #2
2587cedkij on876edcjk ino75ifdce jkmo6kjofi lmnolhgjkm
n8ngilhfom afgnmhlohm kjgonlimkn jolblmionl nemoolnmhk
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour class
sizes (9, 8, 8) and is given by R ¼ f0; 1; 3; 6; a; f; g; n; og; Y ¼ f2; 4; 7; 8; c; d; i; mg;
B ¼ f5; 9; b; e; h; j; k; lg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 17;
RRB ¼ 19; RYY ¼ 15; RBB ¼ 13; YYB ¼ 13; YBB ¼ 15; RYB ¼ 8: This 3-colour-
ing induces an equitable 3-colouring on the sub-STS(9) f0; 1; 2; 9; a; b; c; d; eg:
STS(31) #1
edcba98uts rqpon3579b dhutsrqpo6 7abejiutsr qpe6dbalkj
utsrqgcdmn lkutsrdcep onmlutsecd rqponmutes ctrqponugt
srqpouihts rqpuekjitr qumlkjtsru onmlktsuqp onmltusrqp
onmus
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour
class sizes ð11; 10; 10Þ and is given by R ¼ f3; 6; 9; b; c; f; g; j; p; s; ug; Y ¼
f0; 1; 7; a; d; h; k; m; q; tg; B ¼ f2; 4; 5; 8; e; i; l; n; o; rg: The number of blocks of
each colour type is RRY ¼ 29; RRB ¼ 26; RYY ¼ 21; RBB ¼ 24; YYB ¼ 24;
YBB ¼ 21; RYB ¼ 10: This 3-colouring induces a (3, 2, 2) 3-colouring on the sub-
STS(7) f0; 2; 4; 6; 9; b; dg:
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STS(31) #2
74cb8aopqr nlktu589cb hurinqmts6 9acsjmlipo ru7abjqlhk
rupt8bcmog ljutqs9cfs qportunaej otpmnsubqk ojrutpscpl
nsqtoruirt kmupqsgtkj mspruuhsmq tnornmhusp ortltinuts
urqsq
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour class
sizes ð11; 10; 10Þ and is given by R ¼ f2; 4; 6; 9; a; e; g; h; p; s; ug; Y ¼ f0; 3; 5;
8; l; n; o; q; r; tg; B ¼ f1; 7; b; c; d; f; i; j; k; mg: The number of blocks of each colour
type is RRY ¼ 31; RRB ¼ 24; RYY ¼ 19; RBB ¼ 26; YYB ¼ 26; YBB ¼ 19; RYB ¼
10: This 3-colouring induces a (5, 4, 4) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(13)
f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; cg:
STS(37)
ideykflgmh noqzxwvAjb k7Amhvgpnl qzyxwkflgm hnciqsrzyx
Algmuncior jtszyAmhnc iqjurswvAz nidjeyotxw vuAidjeklp
zyxwvjekfA gxrqzywkfl AtsrzyxlgA vutszymAnx wutzdAzyxw
vupvwrxstz uvqrxsytzw whsytzoxxs ytzupwzoup vtAzupvqyu
pvqtAvowrA wrxAxsyAyA uA
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour class
sizes ð13; 12; 12Þ and is given by R ¼ fd; h; p; q; s; t; u; v; w; x; y; z; Ag; Y ¼
f0; 1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 8; 9; a; b; o; rg; B ¼ f3; 7; c; e; f; g; i; j; k; l; m; ng: The number of
blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 44; RRB ¼ 34; RYY ¼ 28; RBB ¼ 38; YYB ¼
38; YBB ¼ 28; RYB ¼ 12: This 3-colouring induces a (3, 2, 2) 3-colouring on the
sub-STS(7) f3; a; d; i; o; x; Ag:
STS(43)
lfmgnhwipj qkrsCFEDBA GmgnhoipjD kretxuFECB Gnhoipjqkr
eluwvFEDCG oipzqkrelf vFyxwEDGpj qkrelfmwAz yxFEGqkrel
fmgxCBAzyF GrelfmgnyE DCBAzGlfCg nhAmDtFEGB mgnhoGvuFE
DCBnhoiGxw vFEDCoipAF GzyxwEpjGB AzyxFEqGDC BAzyFGFEDC
BAzztGuBvC wDxEyFAuBv CwDxEyFsBv CwDxEyFszC wDxEyFsztD
xEyFsztAEy sztAuFsztA uBztAuBvGA uBvCGBvCwG rwGDGCEDGD
F
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour class
sizes ð15; 14; 14Þ and is given by R ¼ f1; 5; e; f; g; i; j; k; l; m; n; p; q; r; Gg; Y ¼
f0; 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; d; D; Fg; B ¼ fh; o; s; t; u; v; w; x; y; z; A; B; C; Eg: The num-
ber of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 38; RRB ¼ 67; RYY ¼ 60; RBB ¼ 31;
YYB ¼ 31; YBB ¼ 60; RYB ¼ 14:
STS(49)
Ehpiqjrksl tmunvwMLKJ IHGFpiqjrk sltmunvgxG yLKJIHMqjr
kslAmunvgo yGMzLKJIHr ksltmunvgo hzCBALKJIM sltmunvgoh
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pAEDCBLKJM tmunvgohpi BGFEDCLKMu nJgxhpiqCL HIGFEDMvgo
hpiqjDKJIH GFEMChpiqj rMHxLKJIGF piqjrkMtLz yKIHGqjrks
MBAzLKJIHr kslMCDBALK JIsltMFEDC BLKJtmMHGF EDCLKuMJIH
GFEDLMLKJI HGFEExFyGz HvIBJCKDLF yGzHAIBJCK DLwGzHAIBJ
CKDLwEHAIB JCKDLwExIB oKDLwExFJJ CKDLwExFyK DLwExFyGwE
xFyGzLExFy zAFyGzHAMG zHAIMHAIBM IBJMJCMKMM HM
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour
class sizes ð17; 16; 16Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; d; e; f; H; Lg;
Y ¼ f5; h; i; j; k; l; m; o; p; q; r; s; t; u; v; Mg; B ¼ fg; n; w; x; y; z; A; B; C; D; E; F; G; I;
J; Kg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 95; RRB ¼ 41;
RYY ¼ 33; RBB ¼ 87; YYB ¼ 87; YBB ¼ 33; RYB ¼ 16:
STS(55)
rjsktlumvn eoxyqOAzER QPNMLKSskt luzvnwoxpy qmiBCRQPON
MLStlumvnw oxpyqzirCE DRQPONMSum vnwoxpyqzi rjDGFERQPO
NSvnwoxpyq zirjsEIHGF RQPOSwoxpy qzirjskFKJ IHGRQPSxpy
qzirjKktGC MLJIHRQSyq HirjsktlpO NMLKJIRSzi rjsktluIQP
ONMLKJSrjs ktlumSBRQP ONMLKsktlu zvSODCRQPN MLtlmvnSCD
FERQPONMum vnwSHGFERQ PONvnwoSJI HGFRQPOwox SHELKJIGRQ
PxpSDNMLJI HRQySPONML KJIRSDRQPN MLKJJBKCLD MENFOGPHQI
RKCLDMENFO GPHQIRALDM ENFOGPHQIR AJMENFOGPH QIRAJBNFGP
HQIRAJBKOG PHQIRAJBKC PHQIRAJBKC LQIRAJBKCL ORAJBKCLDM
JBKCLDMESK wLMENSLDME NFSMNFOSNF OGSOGPSPHS QSSKO
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours Y and B; with colour class
sizes (19, 18, 18) and is given by R ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; d; e; f; g; h; D; Og;
Y ¼ f0; i; j; k; l;m; n; o; p; q; r; s; t; v;w; x; y; Sg; B ¼ fu; z; A; B; C; E; F; G; H; I; J; K; L;
M; N; P; Q; Rg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 126;
RRB ¼ 45; RYY ¼ 36; RBB ¼ 117; YYB ¼ 117; YBB ¼ 36; RYB ¼ 18:
7. Type-II systems with v  3 ðmod 6Þ
Type-II STSðvÞs for v ¼ 27 (two systems), 33 (three systems), 39, 45 and 51.
STS(27) #1
2687dhiqpl mko876gpcn hmkqo768io flqkpjn5bd egqpomnajd
mhnloqonqh lgjmp8ckhp nolqmplgke qmonfjlpmo kiqjnqmefi
qonpjnokhj iqpqlpp
The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes (10, 9, 8) and is given by R ¼
f0; 3; 7; 8; b; c; d; f; h; ng; Y ¼ f2; 4; 5; a; g; j; k; l; qg; B ¼ f1; 6; 9; e; i; m; o; pg: The
number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 24; RRB ¼ 21; RYY ¼ 17;
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RBB ¼ 15; YYB ¼ 19; YBB ¼ 13; RYB ¼ 8: This 3-colouring induces a (4, 3, 2) 3-
colouring on the sub-STS(9) f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8g
STS(27) #2
74cb8apiol mkq589cbok nhmpq69acl pjniqo7abq fojkpn8bcm
qiponl9ckj miqnpahmqj lpobiopqnl mcnglkoqpe kmljpqjhgp
noqglhnmoq fnkpqom
The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes (10, 9, 8) and is given by R ¼
f2; 4; 5; 9; b; e; h; k; m; ng; Y ¼ f6; 7; 8; c; d; g; l; o; pg; B ¼ f0; 1; 3; a; f; i; j; qg: The
number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 24; RRB ¼ 21; RYY ¼ 17; RBB ¼
15; YYB ¼ 19; YBB ¼ 13; RYB ¼ 8: The 3-colouring induces a (5, 4, 4) 3-colouring
on the sub-STS(13), f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; cg: This system is used with
Lemma 2.7.
STS(33) #1
ed8bc9ahps krvtqw3579 bdwqjnpvos u689cejkup swvtra7bde
mtkvpqowuc devniurtsw qeadgswqmu prvcdlsojn qrwvbesmlo
wquvteniml tvswucouwq mlstvqrnls utpwpovurw mqtklrtonw
uvthknpruv wuwpmtvors rvtswu
The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes (12, 11, 10) and is given by
R ¼ f0; 2; 8; 9; c; e; f; g; m; r; s; tg; Y ¼ f4; 5; 7; a; b; j; k; l; n; o; vg; B ¼ f1; 3; 6; d; h;
i; p; q; u; wg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 35; RRB ¼ 31;
RYY ¼ 26; RBB ¼ 24; YYB ¼ 29; YBB ¼ 21; RYB ¼ 10: The 3-colouring induces a
(6, 5, 4) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(15) f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; d; eg:
STS(33) #2
h3uvpoqjik swtmlruvgw oqpikjrtsl n5cpokjisw nmltvwusrt
mlnjikpoqr tslnmikjop vtsrnmlkji qpo9wuvlnj ikquvwlnmi
kjvbnmlkji wupoqsrtoq prtsqpotsr fuwmvrvuvh uwqvrvtsow
uouvpwtnwq tuovswtuwu urvwsw
The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes (12, 11, 10) and is given by
R ¼ f1; 3; 7; a; d; f; j; m; o; s; u; wg; Y ¼ f2; 4; 8; b; e; g; k; n; p; t; vg; B ¼ f0; 5; 6; 9;
c; h; i; l; q; rg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 30; RRB ¼ 36;
RYY ¼ 31; RBB ¼ 19; YYB ¼ 24; YBB ¼ 26; RYB ¼ 10: The 3-colouring induces a
(4, 3, 2) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(9) f6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; u; v; wg:
STS(33) #3
59v6uwklmn opqrst84vw ulmfoprstk qw7vumropq nstklu89no
pqrstklmwu vopqrstklm n79pqrstkl mnowqkstlr mnopvrstkm
gopqnstkln mopqrtnlmk opqrsjhwiv uvhuwijwnu guvjviqwvu
wovwusturv wowrttvusw uvvuww
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The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes (12, 11, 10) and is given by
R ¼ f3; 4; 5; 6; b; h; i; j; r; s; t; vg; Y ¼ f7; 8; 9; a; c; d; n; o; p; q; ug; B ¼ f0; 1; 2; e;
f ; g; k; l; m; wg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 30; RRB ¼
36; RYY ¼ 31; RBB ¼ 19; YYB ¼ 24; YBB ¼ 26; RYB ¼ 10: The 3-colouring
induces a (5, 4, 4) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(13) f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; u; v; wg:
This system is used with Lemma 2.7.
STS(39)
a7Ct9bAsrB vuwyxzpoq4 67BACrtsuw vxzyoqpAC9 aBtsrwvuzy
xqpo98Bbpo qyxzvuwsrt aAbCoqpxzy uwvrBsBAqp ozyxwvutsr
8Cyxzsrtpo qvuwCAxzyr tsoqpuwvbz yxtsrqpowv uBvuwpoqsr
tyxzuwvoqp rtsxzywvuq potsrzyxmj CBlnAgijBA CAClntlkBn
mAnCBAkCCA mByvCBxzAs uvBACACxyB xwBzyAzCBA wCCAzBC
The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes ð14; 13; 12Þ and is given by
R ¼ f0; 3; 6; 9; f; i; k; l; o; r; u; x; A; Bg; Y ¼ f1; 4; 7; a; c; g; j; m; p; s; v; y; Cg; B ¼
f2; 5; 8; b; d; e; h; n; q; t; w; zg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼
58; RRB ¼ 33; RYY ¼ 27; RBB ¼ 45; YYB ¼ 51; YBB ¼ 21; RYB ¼ 12: This 3-
colouring induces a (6,5,4) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(15) fo; p; q; r; s; t; u;
v; w; x; y; z; A; B; Cg:
STS(45)
ace89bdwuv FDEIGHCABz xy96n7ediu vwEFGHABCx yzI5d8bevw
utFDHIGBCA yzEscbzdCA BDxywuvIGH FEbaeEwABC xyzuvGHIDF
edcBCAyzxv wuHIGEFD9d FDEIGHCABz xywuvaDEFG HIABCxyzuv
wcgDHIGBCA yzxvwuFbet xyCABFnwuv IGHxyzABCD EFuvwGHIey
zxBCAEFDvw uHIGIGHuvz xyFDECABGH IuvwxyzpFA BCEHIGvwuy
zxEqBCAFrz noqpEolrmt Fsksnqtorq sEqpttsros DrEIDttHEG
ICDFHDAGBI HzHCFDGFFE IIHGDHEGII
The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes (16, 15, 14) and is given by
R ¼ f2; 5; 8; 9; b; e; g; j; m; p; s; v; y; B; E; Hg; Y ¼ f0; 3; 6; c; f; h; k; n; q; t; u; x; A; D; Gg;
B ¼ f1; 4; 7; a; d; i; l; o; r; w; z; C; F; Ig: The number of blocks of each colour type is
RRY ¼ 35; RRB ¼ 85; RYY ¼ 78; RBB ¼ 20; YYB ¼ 27; YBB ¼ 71; RYB ¼ 14:
STS(51)
firBsktlum vnwopyMxON LKJIHrjskt lumvnwoxhz DMAONLKJIs
ktlumvnwox phHAKCBONM LJtlumvnwo xphqiBEDCO NMLKumvnwo
xphqirDCGF EONMLvnwox phqirjDIHG FEONMwoxph qirjsEKJIH
GFONxphqir jskFMLKJIH GOhqirjskt GONMLKJIHi rjsktlHzON
MLKJIjsktl uIBAONMLKJ ktlumJDCBO NMLKlumvKF EDCONMLmvn
LHGFEDONMn wMJIHGFEON oHNCLKJIGF OEONMLKJIG HzIAJBKCLD
MENFOGIAJB KCLDMENFOG yJBKGLrCNF OEyHKCLDMw NFOGyzHLDM
ENFOGyHzIM ENFOGyHzIA NFOCyHzIAJ OGyHzIAJBy zIAJBKzIAJ
BAJBGELKBK CLDCLDMDME KNFHM
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The 3-colouring is unique with colour class sizes (18, 17, 16) and is given by
R ¼ f0; 3; f; h; i; j; k; l; m; n; o; p; s; t; u; v; w; xg; Y ¼ f1; 2; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; d; e;
g; z; D; Kg; B ¼ fq; r; y; A; B; C; E; F; G; H; I; J; L; M; N; Og: The number of blocks of
each colour type is RRY ¼ 58; RRB ¼ 95; RYY ¼ 87; RBB ¼ 41; YYB ¼ 49;
YBB ¼ 79; RYB ¼ 16:
8. Type-II systems with v  1 ðmod 6Þ
Type-II STSðvÞs for v ¼ 25; 31 (two systems), 37, 43 and 49. The STS(25), the ﬁrst
STS(31) and the STS(37) each have a correctly aligned sub-STS(7) and therefore they
can be used as starter systems in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
STS(25)
149mijkbfo hn9abgjhin kfobakilhn gomnocdeij kmldecomjk
iecdbkjnnm fglooglfmh fgnnkjmljh iooijmnelm lmlohnonko
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours R and Y ; with colour class
sizes (9, 9, 7) and is given by R ¼ f0; 1; 2; a; h; i; j; n; og; Y ¼ f3; 4; 5; b; c; e; f; g; mg;
B ¼ f6; 7; 8; 9; d; k; lg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 18;
RRB ¼ 18; RYY ¼ 19; RBB ¼ 10; YYB ¼ 17; YBB ¼ 11; RYB ¼ 7: This 3-colour-
ing induces a (3, 3, 1) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(7) f1; 3; 8; a; e; f; ig:
STS(31) #1
edcba9gkus rqont3579b dhutsrqpo6 7abeliukrq ptn6tmafeq
jupsricdmf klutsrdcep onmlutsedk mrtponusqe cdsrponuog
tsrpuihtsr qpuskjitrq uhljtsrujn ltsquqponm lturqponmu
otsmq
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours R and Y ; with colour class
sizes ð11; 11; 9Þ and is given by R ¼ f1; 3; 7; 8; a; d; f; j; l; o; ug; Y ¼ f4; 6; 9; c;
e; h; i; n; r; s; tg; B ¼ f0; 2; 5; b; g; k; m; p; qg: The number of blocks of each colour type
is RRY ¼ 27; RRB ¼ 28; RYY ¼ 29; RBB ¼ 17; YYB ¼ 26; YBB ¼ 19; RYB ¼ 9:
This 3-colouring induces a (3, 3, 1) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(7) f1; 4; 5; 8; 9; c; dg:
STS(31) #2
74cb8akmun iltrs589cb ronmuqkpt6 9acijthlus rq7absgkpn
rutq8bcjpi rmotqu9cgs hotpqnuauh okjsprtbnl ptoksrucqk
ljrtspuhqj pmsroumigl outsrorqut spmnltmqsr unpftuslsn
quqto
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours R and Y ; with colour class
sizes ð11; 11; 9Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 2; 5; 7; 8; f; j; k; n; q; rg; Y ¼ f1; 3; 4;
6; a; d; g; h; i; o; tg; B ¼ f9; b; c; e; l; m; p; s; ug: The number of blocks of each colour
type is RRY ¼ 27; RRB ¼ 28; RYY ¼ 29; RBB ¼ 17; YYB ¼ 26; YBB ¼ 19;
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RYB ¼ 9: The 3-colouring induces a (5, 5, 3) 3-colouring on the sub-STS(13) f0; 1;
2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; cg:
STS(37)
3Akgsrtvuw mlijzqyx4A rtsumvlnwi kjxzy5tsrw vunmlkjizy
xAgfhsrtpo qvuwyxzcfh grtiqpwxzv uyhiftsrpo vuzyxw9Aby
xzpoqvuwaA xzvoqpuwyb zyxqpowvuA jinyxkpozq kjxzywopkj
szyxqpofAh ovuwgAuwvh yruAsqtvuw urtswvtsrw vulAnyxzmA
xzynzvxArA tsAtAxAzyA zA
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours R and Y ; with colour class
sizes ð13; 13; 11Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 4; 6; 9; b; c; d; g; n; p; t; u; zg; Y ¼ f2; 3;
8; e; f ; i; j; m; o; s; w; y; Ag; B ¼ f1; 5; 7; a; h; k; l; q; r; v; xg: The number of blocks of
each colour type is RRY ¼ 47; RRB ¼ 31; RYY ¼ 32; RBB ¼ 35; YYB ¼ 46;
YBB ¼ 20; RYB ¼ 11: This 3-colouring induces a (3, 3, 1) 3-colouring on the sub-
STS(7) fc; d; e; f; g; h; Ag:
STS(43)
lnmgfhoipj qkrsFEDCBA Gmgnhoipjq kretuFEDCB Gvhoipjqkf
elutwFEDCG oipjqkrelf wuyxFEDGpj qkrelfmwAz yxFEGqknel
AmgxuCBzyF GrelfmgnyE DCBAzGlfmy nhGBtFEDCA mgrhoGvuFE
DCBdioGnxw vFEDCoiGpz yxwFEDpjhG BvzxFEqGDC BAzyFCGvFE
DBAzztiBvC wDxEyFAAuB vCwDxEyFsv CwDxEyFszr DxEFszACBD
xEyFsztAGE yFsztAwFsz tAuBztAuBv GAuBvCGBCw yCwDGDxGEG
G
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours R and Y ; with colour class
sizes ð15; 15; 13Þ and is given by R ¼ f0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; a; b; c; u; Dg; Y ¼
fi; j; s; t; v; w; x; y; z; A; B; C; E; F; Gg; B ¼ fd; e; f; g; h; k; l; m; n; o; p; q; rg: The num-
ber of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 37; RRB ¼ 68; RYY ¼ 69; RBB ¼ 23;
YYB ¼ 36; YBB ¼ 55; RYB ¼ 13:
STS(49)
9648bMpoqv uwEDFBACHz IKJL4Mba8o ypuwvDFEAC BxGIHKL5Ma
bqpowvuFED CBAIHGLKJ7 bFzHGIpoqK JLvuwBACED 69MbGIHoqp
JLKuwvACBD FEaMIHGqpo LKJwvuCBAF ED9MsrtEDF yxzHGIBAwK
JLrtsDFExz yGIHACBJLK tsrFEDzyxI HGCBALKJmK qLBACsrtyz
EDHGIJJLKA CBrtsxyDFE GIHLKJCBAt srzyxFEDIH GligknMEDF
BACgMnmkDF EABJhMmnFE DCBAjnmKJL HGIilMnJLK GIHmMLKJIH
GlMHGIBACG IHACBIHGCB AKJLEDFJLK DFEzLKJFED xuswzMsMzy
wtMCFvzyux yMyMxMMLJG EILMEMLKIF MKHLKGJMLK MJ
The 3-colouring is unique, modulo swapping colours R and Y ; with colour class
sizes ð17; 17; 15Þ and is given by R ¼ f0, 3, 6, 9, c, f, i, l, o, q, t, z, A, D, G, J, Mg;
Y ¼ f1, 4, 7, a, d, g, j, m, p, r, s, u, x, B, E, H, Kg; B ¼ f2, 5, 8, b, e, h, k, n, v, w, y,
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C, F, I, Lg: The number of blocks of each colour type is RRY ¼ 73; RRB ¼ 63;
RYY ¼ 64; RBB ¼ 57; YYB ¼ 72; YBB ¼ 48; RYB ¼ 15:
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